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Demonstrator

The left part of the demonstrator basically
contains the same components and
functions as the right part, making this
circular process point-symmetrical. This way
the conveyors will form a circuit and
transport the pallets cyclically from section
to section in the clockwise direction. For
example from the left jack station, the pallet
is transported to the associated gripper
station. From the gripper station it is
transported to the right jack station and
from right jack station to the right gripper
station. Lastly, the pallet will end up back at
the left jack station and the cycle repeats
itself. The difference between left and right
side is the practical execution of the
components. There are two sections without
any mounted station, these are used as
buffers. In the below picture is an overview
of the system.

1. Conveyor motor
2. Pallet
3. Jack station
4. Sledge
5. Gripper station

Conveyor

The outer frame of the demonstrator forms
the conveyor belt on which several object
carriers or pallets are transported. The
individual conveyor belt sections are each
driven by an electrical motor. The pallet
moves clockwise around the demonstrator



and is stopped at the various loading and
unloading stations by means of selective
switching on and off the conveyor belt
sections. The conveyor belt on each side of
the demonstrator consists of three
independent conveyors, each driven by a
motor with a clockwise rotation on the
underside. Thus, the pallet on the conveyor
belt always moves clockwise when the
motor is activated.

To determine the position of the pallet,
photocell sensors are installed on the side of
the conveyors:

Conveyor 1
& 4

Conveyor 2
& 5

Conveyor 3
& 6

- one photocell
sensor

- two photocell
sensors
- jack station
- sledge

- two photocell
sensors
- gripper station

As soon as the pallet with the cans is located
above a photocell sensor, the respective
input is activated. This ensures that the
pallet is in the correct position for
processing.



Pallet

The pallet is moved from section to section
by the conveyors. Each pallet consists of two
small and two large slots. The smaller slots
are for the tin cans and the larger slots are
for the covers that goes onto the tin cans.
The tin cans and the covers are combined
into a closed package. Each pallet can
transport a maximum of two tin cans and
their covers.

Jack Station

The jack station can load a workpiece from
the sledge into the tin can or it can unload a
workpiece from the tin can onto the sledge.
It can also open a tin can and lay the covers
onto the pallet or the otherway around. The
jack station consists of a horizontal and a
vertical pneumatic drive as well as a suction
device for gripping the objects and the
individual covers for the cans. It can move
to a high and low position as well as to three
different horizontal positions.

Retracted (start position)
take or put workpiece to sledge

Middle position
take or put cover onto pallet

Extended
take or put workpiece into tin can
lay cover on top of tin can
open and take cover from tin can



The middle position can only be reached if the jack station extends an additional stick. This stick will prevent
the jack station from extending all the way out when the extend command is called. Through the combination
of these possibilities, several operations can be realized.

Sledge

The sledge is situated directly underneath the jack station. It works like a table where workpieces can either
be loaded onto or unloaded from the table. The sledge can assume two end positions, whereby it can hold a
maximum of two workpieces at the same time. The sledge is moved sideways with respect to the jack station.

Gripper Station

The gripper consists of a lifting cylinder and
a gripper, both are pneumatic drives. The



lifting cylinder brings the gripper into the
correct position, the gripper then closes the
cover of the tin can. Two sensors are
mounted for the upper and lower positions.
The main function of the gripper is to close
the cover of all tin cans, which have been
previously assembled by the jack station.
There is also the possibility of lifting a tin
can, moving it from first position to second
position on the pallet or holding it until the
next pallet arrives.

Valve Manifold

The valve manifold controls the
demonstrators pneumatic system.
Commands are sent from the distributed
control system to the valve manifold. The
valve manifold acts on these commands and
directs the airflow accordingly.



nxtDCSmini

The demonstrator is equipped with six
identical nxtDCSmini distributed control
systems (DCS), one PLC controller for each
section. The controllers are programmed in
the nxtStudio environment with IEC 61499
function blocks. Each controller provides
eight 24V digital inputs and eight 24V digital
outputs. Below is an I/O-table showing how
the I/Os are distributed between the
controllers.

2. I/O Chart
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Section Type Address Function Comment

Section 1     

 Sensors DCS 1   

  DI 1.1 pos1_wait Conveyor 1 position 1

 Actuators DCS 1   

  DO 1.1 conv1_on Conveyor 1 on

Section 2     

 Sensors DCS 2   

  DI 2.1 pos2_load1 Jack-station load position 1

  DI 2.2 pos2_load2 Jack-station load position 2

  DI 2.3 jack1_up Jack-station at upper position

  DI 2.4 jack1_down Jack-station at lower position

  DI 2.5 jack1_extended Jack-station at extended position

  DI 2.6 jack1_retracted Jack-station at retracted position

  DI 2.7 jack1_mid Jack-station at middle position

 Actuators DCS 2   

  DO 2.1 conv2_on Conveyor 2 on

  DO 2.2 jack1_lower Jack at lower position

  DO 2.3 jack1_extend Jack at extended position

  DO 2.4 stick1_extend Cylinder at extended position (jack_extend+stick_extend=jack_mid)

  DO 2.5 suction1_on Suction on

  DO 2.6 sledge1_move Move sledge to second position

Section 3     

 Sensors DCS 3   

  DI 3.1 pos3_shut1 Conveyor 3 position 1



  DI 3.2 pos3_shut2 Conveyor 3 position 2

  DI 3.3 gripper1_up Gripper at upper position

  DI 3.4 gripper1_down Gripper at lower position

 Actuators DCS 3   

  DO 3.1 conv3_on Conveyor 3 on

  DO 3.2 gripper1_lower Lower the gripper

  DO 3.3 gripper1_close Close the gripper

Section 4     

 Sensors DCS 4   

  DI 4.1 pos4_wait Conveyor 4 position 1

 Actuators DCS 4   

  DO 4.1 conv4_on Conveyor 4 on

Section 5     

 Sensors DCS 5   

  DI 5.1 pos5_load1 Jack-station load position 1

  DI 5.2 pos5_load2 Jack-station load position 2

  DI 5.3 jack2_up Jack-station at upper position

  DI 5.4 jack2_down Jack-station at lower position

  DI 5.5 jack2_extended Jack-station at extended position

  DI 5.6 jack2_retracted Jack-station at retracted position

  DI 5.7 jack2_mid Jack-station at middle position

 Actuators DCS 5   

  DO 5.1 conv5_on Conveyor 5 on

  DO 5.2 jack2_lower Jack at lower position

  DO 5.3 jack2_extend Jack at extended position

  DO 5.4 stick2_extend Cylinder at extended position (jack_extend+stick_extend=jack_mid)

  DO 5.5 suction2_on Suction on

  DO 5.6 sledge2_move Move sledge to second position

Section 6     

 Sensors DCS 6   

  DI 6.1 pos6_shut1 Conveyor 3 position 1

  DI 6.2 pos6_shut2 Conveyor 3 position 2

  DI 6.3 gripper2_up Gripper at upper position

  DI 6.4 gripper2_down Gripper at lower position

  DI 6.5   

  DI 6.6 start_button Start Button

  DI 6.7 pause_button Pause Button

  DI 6.8 reset_button Reset Button

 Actuators DCS 6   

  DO 6.1 conv6_on Conveyor 6 on

Section Type Address Function Comment



  DO 6.2 gripper2_lower Lower the gripper

  DO 6.3 gripper2_close Close the gripper

  DO 6.4   

  DO 6.5   

  DO 6.6 start_light Start button light on

  DO 6.7 pause_light Pause button light on

  DO 6.8 reset_light Reset button light on

Section Type Address Function Comment

3. Wiring Diagram
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Sections 1 - 3



Sections 4 - 6

4. Wireless Communication
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Overview



The six nxtDCSmini PLCs communicate natively with each other over Ethernet. Traditionally the Ethernet
connection is realized with physical Ethernet cables. However, we wanted to migrate from this traditional
approach into a wireless one due to its greater degree of flexibility. We added a wireless feature to the
demonstrator by building a setup where each of the PLCs communicates with the help of a wireless dongle.
The wireless dongles act as a WIFI bridges connecting these PLCs to a secured local network managed by a
wireless access point.

Wireless dongles

The wireless dongles used for establishing a
WIFI bridge from each PLC to the network
are of type VONETS VAP11N. They can
either be used in WIFI bridge mode or as a
WIFI repeater. To ensure network security,
we use the devices in bridge mode so that
only the wireless access point will manage
the network. The wireless dongles are
connected to the PLCs with short RJ-45
Ethernet cables. Input voltage for the
dongles is 5V. The power is provided by a
secondary power supply.



Wireless access point

The network which all devices are available
in is managed by a WIFI wireless access
point. The router we used for the project is
Asus RT-N12. It operates on 2.4 GHz,
supports standards 802.11b/g/n and is
capable of handling data rates up to 300
Mbps. We secured the network by WPA2-
PSK password protection. The computer
which we used to update software of the
PLCs and provide HMI is connected to one of
the LAN ports of the router with a RJ-45
Ethernet cable.

5. Work Cycle
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Overview

The system consist of six conveyors, two jack stations, two grippers and ten sensors. There are three pallets
moving clockwise on conveyors. The pallets are transferring cases filled with work piece and covered with cap.
The system in its initial position is presented in the figure 1 below.

5.1 Starting

The pallets are loaded by hand to conveyor 1 one by one when the work cycle starts. At first one pallet with
empty case is loaded.

Conveyor 1: Pallet with case and
workpiece in it (case always has cap on if
not on Jack)
Jack 1: Empty with empty sledge
Gripper 1: Empty
Conveyor 4: Empty
Jack 2: Empty with one workpiece on
sledge
Gripper 2: Empty

5.2 Loading the second pallet

The first pallet with workpiece moves to the jack station 1 where the jack loads it. When the first pallet has

Figure 1. The system in initial position.

Figure 2. Simplified initial position.



moved to the conveyor 2, the second pallet (empty) is loaded to the conveyor 1.

Conveyor 1: Empty pallet
Jack 1: Pallet with workpiece in its case
Gripper 1: Empty
Conveyor 4: Empty
Jack 2: Empty with empty sledge
Gripper 2: Empty

5.3 All three pallets in the beginning

The first pallet moves on to the gripper 1 which moves the case from pallet’s position 1 to pallet’s position 2.
The second pallet arrives to jack station 1 but it just passes the station. The third pallet is loaded to the
conveyor 1.

Conveyor 1: Pallet with workpiece in its
case
Jack 1: Empty pallet and empty sledge
Gripper 1: Pallet with workpiece in its case
on position 2
Conveyor 4: Empty
Jack 2: Empty with empty sledge
Gripper 2: Empty

5.4 Unloading at jack station 1

Figure 3. The first pallet moves to the jack station 1 a…

Figure 4. The third pallet is loaded to the conveyor 1.



The first and second pallets move on one conveyors. The third pallet arrives to jack station 1 where it is
unloaded.

Conveyor 1: Empty
Jack 1: Pallet with empty case and one
workpiece on sledge
Gripper 1: Empty pallet
Conveyor 4: Pallet with workpiece in its
case on position 2
Jack 2: Empty with empty sledge
Gripper 2: Empty

5.5 Unloading at jack station 2

The first pallet arrives to the jack station 2 where it stops to position 2 and the workpiece is unloaded to the
sledge. The second pallets moves to the conveyor 4. The third pallet arrives to gripper 1 which moves its case
from pallet’s position 1 to 2.

Conveyor 1: Empty
Jack 1: Empty with one workpiece on
sledge
Gripper 1: Pallet with empty case on
position 2
Conveyor 4:  Empty pallet
Jack 2: Pallet with empty case on position 2
and one workpiece on sledge
Gripper 2: Empty

Figure 5. All pallets are moving now.

Figure 6.



5.6 Moving case from pallet to the following pallet

The first pallet moves on to gripper 2 which grasps the case and holds it in the air while the pallet moves on to
conveyor 1. The second pallet passes jack station 2 and the third pallet arrives to conveyor 4.

Conveyor 1: Empty
Jack 1: Empty with one workpiece on
sledge
Gripper 1: Empty
Conveyor 4:  Pallet with empty case on
position 2
Jack 2: Empty pallet and one workpiece on
sledge
Gripper 2: Empty pallet moving on to
conveyor 1 and gripper holding empty case

5.7 Loading at jack station 2

The first pallet moves to the conveyor 1. The second pallet arrives to gripper 2 that places the case onto the
pallet in position 1. The third pallet is loaded at jack station 2.

Conveyor 1: Empty pallet
Jack 1: Empty with one workpiece on
sledge
Gripper 1: Empty
Conveyor 4:  Empty
Jack 2: Pallet with workpiece on its case
and empty sledge
Gripper 2: Pallet with empty case

Figure 7.



5.8 Moving empty case from pallet to the next pallet

The first pallet moves from conveyor to conveyor aiming to catch the case the gripper 2 is holding. The second
pallet moves to conveyor 1 with empty case. The third pallet arrives to gripper 2 that grasps the case with
workpiece and holds it in the air while the pallet moves on.

Conveyor 1: Pallet with empty case
Jack 1: Empty with one workpiece on
sledge
Gripper 1: Empty
Conveyor 4:  Empty pallet arriving
Jack 2: Empty with empty sledge
Gripper 2: Empty pallet moving on to
conveyor 1 and gripper holding case with
workpiece in it

Loading at jack station 1

The first pallet arrives to the gripper 2 which loads the case onto the pallet’s position 1. The second pallet
moves to the jack station 1 that loads the case. The third pallet moves on to conveyor 1.

Conveyor 1: Empty pallet
Jack 1: Pallet with workpiece in its case and
empty sledge
Gripper 1: Empty
Conveyor 4:  Empty
Jack 2: Empty with empty sledge
Gripper 2: Pallet with workpiece in its case

Figure 8.

Figure 9.



The next step is similar to step 1. Here the work cycle starts over again. Note that the pallets’ numbering
changes, for instance the first pallet becomes now the third one.

Figure 10.

6. Software Structure
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Figure 1. The overall structure of the nxtSTUDIO solut…



The overall structure of the software is presented in the solution tab of our nxtSTUDIO project called
nxtDemo (see Figure 1). In the solution tab the libraries used as well as the components of the actual software
are listed. The project uses following libraries: Runtime.Base (version 2.1.0.2), IEC61499.Communication
(2.1.0.0) and nxtControl.DCSmini (2.1.0.3). The main application and all the devices it is mapped to can be
found in the system tab of the project solution. Under system, one can find all the Composites (combinations
of multiple blocks), Basics (controllers of the system), CATs, CAT instances and Canvases (for the HMI). In the
application (Figure 2), the distributed control system is divided into 6 sections (see section 2. I/O Chart), each
of which has a section controller (Basic) which reads the inputs and controls the outputs of one PLC. For each
PLC, there exists one SYMLINKMULTIVARVARDST block from which the inputs of the section are read and one
SYMLINKMULTIVARVARSRC block to which the outputs of the section are written. All the inputs, outputs and
other blocks of an individual section are mapped to a single device (PLC). For explanatory purposes all the
function blocks related to section 2 are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2. The main application.

Figure 3. The function blocks that are mapped to the PLC of section 2.



All the Basics have event inputs and outputs and data inputs and outputs. Their logic is implemented in
Extended Control Charts (ECC). When a Basic receives a certain event input and a possible data condition in
the ECC is met, the ECC moves into a new state. A state can have an algorithm that sets the outputs. An event
output can also be attached to a state, and when the state is reached, the event is sent. In the ECCs, the blue
shapes are states and the arrows between them are conditions that are dependent on event and data inputs.
The grey rectangle related to a state is the algorithm. The pink rectangle is the event output related to the
state. In all of the ECCs that control certain sections of the machine, states RECEIVE and FEED are the ones in
which the conveyor runs.

Sections 1 and 4  that only have a conveyor are controlled with a ConvCtrl Basic. The block is presented in
Figure 4 and its ECC in Figure 5.

Sections 2 and 5  that have a conveyor and a Jack Station are controlled with Jack1Ctrl & Jack2Ctrl Basics.
The Basics and their ECCs are presented in Figures 6-9. The states in the ECCs are for running the conveyors,
removing and placing the caps and workpieces. The only difference between the Jack Station Basics is that
their workcycles are different i.e. they do the same operations in different sequences. For more information,
see section 5. Workcycle.

Figure 4. The ConvCtrl Basic.

Figure 5. The ECC of the ConvCtrl Basic.



Figure 6. The Jack1Ctrl Basic.

Figure 7. The ECC of the Jack1Ctrl Basic.

Figure 8. The Jack2Ctrl Basic.



Sections 3 and 6  that have a conveyor and a Gripper Station are controlled with Gripper1Ctrl and
Gripper2Ctrl Basics. The Basics and their ECCs are presented in Figures 10-13. The ECCs are slightly different,
because Gripper 1 moves the workpieces from one place to another on the same pallet. Gripper 2, on the
other hand, moves workpieces from one pallet to another.

Figure 9. The ECC of the Jack2Ctrl Basic.

Figure 10. The Gripper1Ctrl Basic.



Figure 11. The ECC of the Gripper1Ctrl Basic.

Figure 12. The Gripper2Ctrl Basic.

Figure 13. The ECC of the Gripper2Ctrl Basic.



All of the section controller Basics  are connected to the controllers of the previous and the next section,
and thus they get events from them. The Basics have data inputs Feed and Receive and outputs ReadySIG and
DriveNext. These are used to communicate with adjacent sections. The controller is in receive state when a
pallet is approaching its sensor(s) i.e. when it is receiving a pallet from the previous section. When the pallet
starts moving past the sensor (whether it has stopped on the sensor first or not), the controller goes to feed
state. As it happens, the DriveNext output that is connected to the Receive input of the next sections becomes
true, so the next section goes to receive state. ReadySIG output is connected to the Feed input of the previous
section i.e. it tells the previous section if it is ready to receive a new pallet. It is considered ready to receive
the pallet when it has stopped its execution i.e. the previous pallet is in the next section, which happens when
its first sensor detects it. This feature is the most essential aspect of the distributed control architecture. If the
system was to be extended with a new section, the flexibility of the system would be realized. Basically, the
only modification required in the application would be adding a new controller Basic, input and output blocks
for the section (and a couple of other auxiliary blocks) and redoing the connections for the previously
presented input and output variables on certain part of the system.

The system has 3 buttons : start, pause and reset. The system is started with the start button and it can be
paused with the pause button so that if start is pressed again, the system starts executing where it left off.
The system can be reset with the reset button when the system is paused. The logic of the buttons is
implemented so that a PauseSwitch Basic takes the status of the start and pause buttons as inputs and
expresses the state of the system with MachineState output. Only if MachineState is true (its ECC is in ON
state), the E_PERMIT Basics give the section controllers event inputs so that the states in the ECCs can
change. The PauseSwitch Basic is presented in Figure 14 and its ECC in Figure 15. In addition,
DisableConveyor Basics disable the conveyors immediately (ECC is in DISABLED state) by making the
conveyor outputs false (regardless of what the section controller outputs are) in case MachineState is false.
The DisableConveyor Basic is presented in Figure 16 and its ECC in Figure 17. There is also a ResetTrigger
Composite, which reads the state of the reset button. The composite is presented in Figure 18 and its contents
in Figure 19. When the reset button is pressed (MachineState must also be false as mentioned before), the
system is reset so that the block gives an event output that is connected to the initialization event input of the
controller Basic of section 1. Initialize event output of section 1 Basic then gives an initialize event input to the
controller Basic of section 2 etc. The initialization is implemented so that each state in the ECC of each section
controller Basic reacts to an initialization event by going to INIT state. PauseSwitch, DisableConveyor and
ResetTrigger are mapped to the PLC of section 6. PauseSwitch and ResetTrigger also control the button lights.

Figure 14. The PauseSwitch Basic.



Figure 15. The ECC of the PauseSwitch Basic.

Figure 16. The DisableConveyor Basic.

Figure 17. The ECC of the DisableConveyor Basic.

Figure 18. The ResetTrigger Composite.



The start, pause and reset buttons can also be pressed in the HMI , as there is a
StartPauseResetButtons CAT (Figure 20) that provides the buttons for the HMI and gives signals to the
controllers of the system. They also have the states of the physical buttons as inputs so that the physical
buttons and the HMI buttons cooperate. In addition to these buttons, the system has a button for each section
(Button CAT, see Figure 21) in the HMI that can be used to stop the section in question by giving a stop signal
to the section controller. By pressing the button, one can stop a section so that the section cannot do
anything, and if a pallet is about to enter the section, it has to wait until the section is put back to use by
pressing the button again. If the button is pressed while the section is executing, the section will stop when the
pallet has entered the next section. In this case, if the button is pressed again before the pallet has entered
the next section, the stop signal is forgotten, and the section will not be stopped. This feature is intended to
demonstrate the possibility to perform smart software updates to the system on the fly. The button gets the
status of the pause button as an input to prevent pressing the button when the system is paused.

In addition to the buttons, the system has CAT instances of all the conveyors, pallet locations,
Jack Stations and Gripper Stations that get signals from the system as inputs and describe their states in
the HMI accordingly. The conveyors (Figure 22) are implemented so that there are several rectangles on top of
each other, and the color of the topmost visible rectangle shows the state of the conveyor. There are also two
rectangles in JackGripper (Figure 23), and also in this case, the color of the visible one shows whether the
Jack/Gripper is executing or not. There are several Pallet CATs (Figure 24) in the HMI to show where the pallets
are currently located. The rectangle is either visible or not visible depending on whether there is a pallet or not

Figure 19. Contents of the ResetTrigger Composite.

Figure 20. CAT for start, pause and reset buttons.

Figure 21. CAT for section stopping buttons.



in the location. The locations are the first sensors of each section and the spaces between them. The whole
HMI canvas with all the CAT instances is presented in Figure 25. For more information about how the states of
the system are described in the HMI and how to use it, see section 8. HMI.

Figure 22. CAT for the conveyors.

Figure 23. CAT for Jack and Gripper stations.

Figure 24. CAT for the pallets.

Figure 25. All the CAT instances in the HMI.



7. Simulation & CAD Models
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Introduction

Comparing the real system performance to the simulation can be easily achieved with right software products.
Festo’s CIROS and nxtControl’s nxtStudio were used in this project, for simulation and running a simulated PLC
respectively. A 3D model of the real system is the first thing to do in order to create a simulation of a real
system. It can be built after having all individual component models. Often it is necessary to measure the real
system by hand for having all the dimensions, since not always all the models can be found from the web. The
kinematics and signal mapping were made after having the overall 3D model of the system. The completely
same PLC code was used as with the real system, only some definitions for the OPC connection was added.

A simulation model was developed to compare the real system with a virtual one. The simulation showed that
the real system can be mimicked reasonably well, even though the simulation did not run in real time. The
benefit of the simulation model lies in the fact that it can be utilized in designing and testing the system
without doing any actual changes, and the simulation could in fact be performed in real time.

The PLC code can be created and tested alongside the simulation model with an OPC connection between the
software products. At least a PLC programming software capable of simulating a PLC and a 3D simulation

The system up and running

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture25_simulation.png


software are required. Both software products should have a possibility for OPC communication that is used to
send and receive signals from each other. The simulated PLC (in nxtStudio) is sending output signals to
actuators of the simulation model (in CIROS), while the simulation model is reading the values of sensors
during simulation and sending corresponding values to inputs of the simulated PLC.

Modelling

All the 3D models were created with Siemens’ Solid Edge ST9 that is freely available for students to download.
In Solid Edge, each subsystem (e.g. jack) represents an assembly, and each component (e.g. piston of a
cylinder) within that assembly represents a part. The overall system was assembled of subsystems by
positioning everything together after every part was modelled. The accuracy of the 3D model is within 2
millimetres, because of taking all the measurements with a measuring tape. Some of the 3D models were
found from the manufacturer’s catalogue which speed up the modelling. The models that are done by
ourselves are quite reduced, meaning not all the small details are modelled. Although, it would be very easy to
replace all the reduced models afterwards to improve the visual quality of the simulation. In the end, not so
much computing power for running the simulation is needed when using the reduced models. Some of
unimportant models, e.g. motors and valve manifolds, were left out of the overall system 3D model due to
packed schedule.

Measurements from the system

Table and conveying system measurements.

Subsystem locations with respect to the conveying sy…

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture01_measurements.jpeg
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture02_measurements.jpeg


Conveyor measurements.

Pallet, tin can, cover and workpiece (part) measureme…

Measurements of the jack station from above.

Measurements of the jack station from the side.

Measurements of the gripper.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture03_measurements.jpeg
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture04_measurements.jpeg
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture05_measurements.jpeg
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture06_measurements.jpeg
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture07_measurements.jpeg


3D models

Measurements of the sledge.

A 3D model of the overall system.

A 3D model of the conveyor. All the parts are modelle…

A 3D model of the overall conveying system. Total of…

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture08_measurements.jpeg
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture15_3D.jpg
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture09_3D.jpg
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture10_3D.png


Other subsystems were located around the conveying system.

A 3D model of the sledge.

A 3D model of the Jack station. All but the aluminium…

A 3D model of the gripper. The base, including cylinde…

A 3D models of the pallet, tincan, workpiece and cover.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture11_3D.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture13_3D.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture12_3D.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture14_3D.jpg


Simulation

The simulation part with CIROS was started right after the whole system was modelled. A completely new
software product had to learn from the very beginning. The learning was time consuming, yet quite
straightforward, since CIROS have many ready-made library models. The library models assisted in creation of
kinematics and signals, and in configuring object properties.

At first the 3D model was exported to step-format in Solid Edge, so that it can be opened in CIROS. Then
testing an OPC connection between the software products was started, and a step-by-step guide was provided
for that. In CIROS, an OPC client and an actuator with signals are needed for testing the OPC connection. A
simple cylinder with two sensors was configured for the testing. Everything worked well after correct settings
were used and missing licenses installed.

The configurations for the other subsystems could be started, now after the OPC connection was implemented
and the functioning verified. A complete simulation model was debugged by controlling it with our distributed
logic deployed into a simulated PLC. A final adjustment for the sensors was done during the debugging.

Not so comprehensive comparison was conducted against the physical system due to huge workload with the
simulation. The biggest differences seem to occur with the gripping of jack stations, because the elasticity of
the suction cups was not modelled. The velocities in the simulation can be easily corrected device by device,
after measuring all of them within the physical system. Even then some detections of the sensors may lead to
an incorrect stoppage position due to latency of an OPC connection. In the end the simulation can be used, for
example, together with nxtStudio to debug and test a PLC code without any real hardware.

The subsystem related configurations are now presented.

Mechanisms for gripping
All the parts (tin cans, workpieces and covers) that are manipulated by external systems are defined as
”Object is Workpiece/Tool of the mechanisms” property. Mechanisms can grip with a gripper point to another
object’s grip point if not already in use. The grip range is defined in a properties of a grip point.

Conveyor
All the conveyor movements are linear, although radial movement would be possible to implement into the
corners, i.e. where the pallet rotates 90 degrees. However, linear movement was used since for unknown
reason the radial did not worked at all. The conveyors have transport nodes that are indicating the points at
the start and end of a path. The pallets are moving linearly along those paths. Transport nodes need to be
connected between two conveyors, so that the pallet moves from one conveyor to another. An input signal for
every conveyor needs to be created for running the motor. Also the speed of the conveyor can be defined in
the properties.



10 photocell sensors for detecting the positions of the pallets.

Object type: sensor
Measuring range can be defined
Watch list for specifying what objects are detected
1 output signal connected to the OPC

Sledge
Sledges does not contain any kinematics nor signals, because those are not controlled at all by our control
logic. One gripper point was defined for gripping to the workpieces. A “Drag and Drop” mechanism was used
with a 0.1 priority.

Gripper

Conveyor and a position of the first transport node.

Photocell sensor and a measuring range shown as a red line.

Sledge and a gripper point for the workpieces.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture16_simulation.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture17_simulation.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture18_simulation-1.png


The grippers consists of three objects: a stand, a push cylinder for vertical movement and a mechanism for
gripping. A stand have only one dummy gripper point. By adding a gripper point without any connection, an
unwanted behavior of a moving base model was removed.

1. Push cylinder for vertical movement (base and piston + attachment)
1 input for extending (automatically retract)
2 outputs (extended and retracted)
1 axis for the piston (30 mm)
1 gripper point for fixing the cylinder’s position

2. Mechanism for gripping (jaws and base)
1 input for gripping
1 gripper point for gripping to the tin can
1 grip point for fixing the base to the cylinder’s piston
2 axes, 1 for both jaws (3 mm)

A “Simple” mechanism was used with a 0.6 priority. Properties ”Close gripper (input)” and definition which
objects to grip was used with both grippers: only to tin cans with gripper 1 and to covers with the gripper 2.

Jack Station
The jack station consists of seven objects: a stand, controls, sensors, a suction, and three cylinders: horizontal,
middle position and vertical. A stand have only one gripper point for fixing the jack’s position.

1. Horizontal cylinder as a mechanism
Axis 140 mm
2 inputs (retract, extend)
2 outputs (retracted, extended)
Base model has one grip point for fixing the position of the jack and one dummy gripper point
Piston model has three gripper points: fixing the vertical cylinder, fixing the sensor and a dummy
one

2. Middle position cylinder as a push cylinder
Axis 100 mm
1 input (extend)
2 outputs (retracted, extended)

The gripper in open/retracted and close/extended positions.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture19_simulation.png


Base model has one dummy gripper point
Piston model has one gripper point for moving the system to a middle position

3. Vertical cylinder as a push cylinder
Axis 47 mm
1 input (extend)
2 outputs (retracted, extended)
Base model has one grip point for fixing to the horizontal cylinder and one dummy gripper point
Piston model has two gripper points: for fixing the suction and a dummy one

4. Suction as a mechanism
1 input for gripping
Suction cup model has one gripper point for gripping to the covers and parts and the model is
defined as “Simple” mechanism with a 0.6 priority
Holder model has one grip point for fixing to the vertical cylinder

5. Sensors
4 sensors for the horizontal cylinder (extended, retracted, middle position, pushing)
Pushing = middle position cylinder is moving the horizontal cylinder

1 gripper point for fixing the sensor

6. Controls
For controlling the horizontal and middle position cylinder so that the system behaves as the
physical system

Pallet

Transport anchor at the bottom of the pallet defines the point wherefrom the pallet moves along the
conveying path
4 gripper points (2 for tin cans, 2 for covers), each has a “Drag and Drop” mechanism with 0.1 priorities

Jack in different positions and from above.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture20_simulation.png


Tin can

2 gripper points (1 for the workpieces, 1 for the covers), both has a “Drag and Drop” mechanism with 0.1
priorities
2 grip points (1 to the pallets, 1 to the grippers)

Workpiece

3 grip points (1 to the tin cans, 1 to the jacks, 1 to the sledges)

Cover

2 grip points (1 to the tin cans, 1 to the jacks)

Pallet and a gripper point for the tin cans.

Tin can and a grip point to the pallets.

Workpiece and a grip point to the jacks.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture21_simulation.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture22_simulation.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture23_simulation.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/picture24_simulation.png


Cover and a grip point to the jacks.

8. Human Machine Interface

Back to top
^

The system has a simplified human machine interface that tells the user which parts of the system are active
at the moment and where the pallets are located at. The HMI also allows the user to start, pause and reset the
whole system. By using update buttons next to each conveyor, the user can stop the conveyor. The HMI itself
doesn’t make any updates but prepares the system so that the update could be then made manually.

The figure 1 below introduces all parts of the HMI. The conveyors have four different colours when the system
is running:

Green = the conveyor is moving
Grey = not moving
Yellow = going to the update
Red = in update

The jack stations and grippers have only two colours:

Green = active
Grey = non-active

Buttons can be either enabled or disabled. In the figure 1 above the pause button is enabled but the reset
button is disabled.
The system state tells if the machine is currently running, paused or reseted. The state changes also when the
actual buttons in the machine are pushed.

Figure 1. The structure of the human machine interface.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/HMI1-with-texts.png


Pause

When the pause button is pushed, all the running parts stop and turn to grey. The update buttons are disabled
because updates can’t be done when the system is paused. The reset button becomes abled.

Reset

The reset button can be pushed only when the system is at the paused state. Anything else but the state text
in the HMI doesn’t change. After pushing the reset button all the pallets need to be picked up and the work
cycle started again. Read instructions to that from user manual (linkki tähän oikeaan kohtaan).

Update

One section can be updated by pushing the update button next to the section. If the section is currently
active, the conveyor will change its colour to yellow. In figure 4 below the jack station 2 is currently working
with pallet 1. The pallet 2 is waiting for it to finish. But because of the update, after finishing the action, the
conveyor 5 will change its colour to red as presented in the figure 5 below. The section won’t receive any
pallets until the user releases the update button. That’s why the pallets are queued up in the figure 5.

Figure 2. The paused system.

Figure 3. The reseted system. After pushing reset all the pallets need to be picked up and the work cycle started all over again.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/HMI4.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/HMI5.png


Figure 4. The yellow conveyor shows that after finishing the current action that section is going to be updated.

Figure 5. Section 5 is under update and thus has its conveyor coloured red.

9. User Manual

Back to top
^

How to get started

1. Install nxtStudio. You need a licensed version because you need to be able to use 6 devices at the same
time.

2. Download the project from here and unzip it.
3. Turn on the power to the machine and wi-fi router.
4. Turn on the power to the pressure compressor and set pressure to 4 bar.
5. Open the project EnASDistwithStopAndHMI.nxtsln with nxtStudio. The software will look like in the figure

1 below.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/HMI2-with-texts.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/HMI3-with-texts.png


6. Open EnASDistwithStopAndHMI -> System -> APP1.
7. From the system tab open Devices tab. There you can see devices connected to the software like in the

figure 2 below.

8. Push login to change Login state from offline to online.
1. If all the connections fail, check from Control Panel -> Network and Internet -> Network and Sharing

Center -> Local Area Connection -> Properties -> Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP /IPv4) ->
Properties and change IP address to match to the router’s IP address.

2. If only few of the connections fail, try Delete Persistent Data and Clear before the next step by right-
clicking the device on Advanced deploy window like presented in the figure 3 below.

9. From the left upper corner select Devices -> Deploy advanced (red square in the figure 3 below).

Figure 1. The nxtStudio with opened project.

Figure 2. The devices connected to the system.

Figure 3. The Advanced Deploy window.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/1_nxtStudio-1.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/2_devices.png
http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/3_deploy.png


10. Then choose Clear and after that Deploy to deploy the program to the PLCs.
11. When the device states are all OK, close to window.

How to use the machine

1. When the program is deployed to the PLCs, the red pause light should be on like in the figure 4 below.

2. Place one workpiece to the sledge 1 under the sucker and place the first pallet with one empty case onto
the sensor on the conveyor 1 which is the one on the left on the same side as the buttons, marked in
figure 4 above.

3. Push the reset button and then the start button.
4. When the first pallet arrives to the jack station, place the second pallet as empty onto the sensor on

conveyor 1.
5. When the second pallet arrives to the jack station, place the third pallet with one case and workpiece in it

onto the starting sensor.
6. After that the work cycle will go on and on unless you use the pause and reset buttons to interrupt it.

Take a look at the whole work cycle here.

How to use human machine interface (HMI)

1. From nxtStudio choose the project EnASDistwithStopAndHMI -> Canvases -> 1280x980 and right-click it.
2. Choose Test HMI Runtime on Local Computer. This opens the new window that is presented in the figure

5 below.

Figure 4. The initial situation.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/nelonen.jpg


3. You can use the start, pause and reset buttons the same way than the physical buttons in the machine.
If the buttons get stuck after clicking (the text in the button is coloured), just re-click to release the
button. The jammed button will override all the other button clicks.
You can push reset only, when the machine is in the pause state.
Update buttons can be used only in the running state.

4. Read more about the human machine interface here.

How to run the simulation

This short guide will present the steps needed for running the CIROS simulation model. The model is controlled
by nxtStudio’s soft PLC, which is communicating with CIROS via OPC connection. The document will not
describe OPC related matters.
 
Prerequisites
Software products:

NxtStudio + correct libraries installed
Ciros Studio 6.0
OPC related software products

Files:

The nxtStudio project: EnASDistwithStopAndHMI_OPC.sln
The Ciros model: enas.mod

Step-by-step start-up

Figure 5. The human machine interface.

http://nxtdemo.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/5_HMI.png


You should have an UaGateway already up and running.

1. Open project files in nxtStudio and Ciros
The nxtStudio solution can be unarchived from File >> Unarchive Solution

2. nxtStudio
1. Expand the solution in Solution Overview
2. Double-click ”APP1”
3. Under System >> Devices

1. Active Network Profile: (Local Test)
2. Right-mouse click on ”DEV” >> Login
3. Right-mouse click on ”DEV” >> Start Soft PLC
4. Right-mouse click on ”DEV” >> Deploy >> Clear
5. Right-mouse click on ”DEV” >> Deploy >> Deploy Configuration
6. Right-mouse click on ”DEV” >> Kill Soft PLC
7. Right-mouse click on ”DEV” >> Start Soft PLC
8. Right-mouse click on ”DEV” >> Deploy >> Deploy

3. Ciros
Click the Start-button (or F5) to start the Ciros simulation

If the first pallet is not moving, you probably need to restart the UaGateway
Two other pallets need to be located into conveyor belt manually

1. In Model Explorer -window >> Model >> Objects >> Pallets >> Click pallet02
2. In Properties-window >> Pose >> Move the pallet -100 mm in z-direction
3. Do the same for the pallet03, except move it -200 mm
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